
PLACE	(People,	Land,	Art,	Culture	and	Environment)	in	the

Biosphere	is	a	two	year	partnership	project.

PLACE	in	the	Biosphere	has	involved	three	contrasting

landscapes	within	the	Galloway	and	Southern	Ayrshire

UNESCO	Biosphere:	the	Borgue	Peninsula;	the	Wigtownshire

Moors;	and	the	Stinchar	Valley.	They	were	selected	due	to	their

distinctive	landscape	character	and	the	desire	of	local

communities	to	engage	more	with	their	local	natural	and

cultural	heritage.

The	PLACE	project	has	facilitated	a	series	of	events	and

activities	aiming	to	build	a	greater	understanding	and

awareness	of	each	individual	community's	own	characteristic

heritage	and	special	qualities.

Through	working	with	communities,	the	PLACE	project

celebrates	both	the	individuality	and	the	connectivity	of	some

of	the	communities	that	together	form	our	UNESCO	Biosphere.

This	pamphlet	is	the	result	of	the	engagement	of	PLACE	intern

Katy	Ewing	with	communities	of	Colmonell	in	the	Stinchar

Valley,	using	the	words	of	those	who	know	the	river	at

Colmonell	to	create	a	unique	piece	of	art	-	a	'poetic	story'.

The	Stinchar	at

Colmonell

A	poetic	story	of	the	river	

in	the	words	of	those	

who	know	it.		
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The	Stinchar	at	Colmonell:	a	poetic	story

PLACE	(People,	Land,	Art,	Culture	and	Environment)

in	the	Biosphere	is	a	two	year	partnership	project

funded	jointly	by	Heritage	Lottery,	D&G	Council,	South

Ayrshire	Council,	the	Galloway	and	Southern	Ayrshire

Biosphere	and	Southern	Uplands	Partnership	that

runs	from	May	2018	to	May	2020.	

Managed	by	the	Southern	Uplands	Partnership,

PLACE	in	the	Biosphere	is	running	across	three

contrasting	landscapes	within	the	Galloway	and

Southern	Ayrshire	UNESCO	Biosphere:	the	Borgue

Peninsula;	the	Wigtownshire	Moors;	and	the	Stinchar

Valley.	They	cover	two	local	authority	areas	and	were

selected	due	to	their	distinctive	landscape	character

and	the	desire	of	local	communities	to	engage	more

with	their	local	natural	and	cultural	heritage.

In	summer	2019,	artist	and	writer	Katy	Ewing	worked

as	an	intern	on	the	PLACE	project,	focused	on	the

Stinchar	Valley	landscape	area.	

This	‘poetic	story’	of	the	river	Stinchar	at	Colmonell

was	created	by	Katy	using	the	responses	of	people

who	know	the	river	to	a	series	of	questions	which

were	asked	on	social	media	and	at	prominent	social	
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venues	in	Colmonell	between	the	8th	and	the	23rd		of

August	2019,	as	well	as	at	a	series	of	meetings	and

events	attended	by	local	people.	

The	questions	asked	were:	

1.	Tell	me	the	most	exciting	thing	that	you’ve	seen,

heard	or	felt	at	the	Stinchar	at	Colmonell	

2.	Tell	me	about	the	first	(or	an	early)	memory	you

have	of	the	river	

3.	What	would	you	miss	most	about	the	river	if	you

were	never	able	to	go	to	it	again?	

33	separate	written	submissions	were	received,	many

anonymous,	some	with	names.	No	words	have	been

changed.	The	symbol	'~'	represents	a	separation

between	contributions.	Please	enjoy	the	Poetic	Story

and	many	thanks	to	all	contributors!
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'Riverbank,	Colmonell',	K.E.

Still	from	drone	footage	provided	by	Ayrshire	Rivers	Trust
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The	Stinchar	at	Colmonell:	a	poetic	story

						~	

I	looked	down	the	valley	

at	a	scene	reminiscent	

of	an	ancient	volcanic	landscape,	

the	misty	vagueness	

of	the	dark	mount	

giving	me	a	sense	

of	straddling	geological	ages.	

		

						~	

		

I’d	studied	maps	to	know	

the	Stinchar’s	course,	

the	valley’s	form.	At	first,	

it	was	just	seen	in	glimpses	

through	car	windows,	

crossed	by	bridge	after	bridge,	

and	talked	about	as	a	gleaming	ribbon	

seen	from	the	hills	above,	ever	changing.	

When	I	finally	left	the	car	

and	alone	walked	the	riverbank	

from	Craigneil	Bridge,	

I	looked	back	through	the	drizzle	

at	the	ruined	tower	

and	Knockdolian	hill,	

rising	like	images	from	fairy	tale.	

						~	
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River	Stinchar	

		

Your	wild	force,	your	hidden	anger,	

your	brute	power	

as	you	burst	the	banks	that	hold	you.	

This	is	the	face	I	only	see	of	you	wild	Stinchar	

on	the	long	winter	days	

When	the	sun	never	rises	over	the	horizon	

When	the	bitter	rain	beats	down	without	pause	

When	the	howling	wind	roars	of	your	pain	

You	break	free	and	engulf	the	land	around	you	

		

Who	are	we,	mere	mortals	

who	think	we	can	tame	you?	

Who	are	we,	helpless	and	trapped	

behind	your	raging	flow?	

		

As	I	watch	from	the	windows	

of	the	house	that	holds	me	

Safe	in	its	arms	for	now	

Will	you	let	me	pass	through	your	torrents?	

Will	you	show	me	mercy	at	all?	
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When	I	sit	on	your	green	and	grassy	banks	

on	the	lazy	days	of	summer	

With	your	quiet	and	graceful	flow	

I	forget	the	beast	within	you	

Waiting,	watching,	within.	

		

I	bow	down	to	you,	wild	Stinchar.	

Nature's	wild	daughter,	heart	of	our	valley.	

Never	tamed,	always	loved.	

																									~	

'Stinchar,	Colmonell',	K.E.
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Dog	otter	at	dawn	

On	the	Dub	Pool	

Colmonell	

												~	

Midges	or	no,	if	he's	not	at	home	

he'll	be	on	the	river	in	the	evening.	

								~	

"Jump	in	quick!"	he	called.	

"Get	the	net.	It's	a	20	pounder!!"	

and	I	was	too	scared	to	plunge	

into	the	deep	dark	bridge	pool	–	

me	in	my	wellies	–	he	in	chest-waders!	

I	always	remember	

the	one	that	got	away!	

		

						~	

minnow,	smolt,	parr,	kelt,	

bar	of	silver,	cock	and	hen,	

kype,	eggs,	spawn,	fry,	roe	–	

the	language	of	salmon	fishers.	

						~	
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1960s		–	leaning	over	Ballantrae	bridge	

and	clearly	seeing	thirty	or	more	

big	salmon	lying	below,	

waiting	for	rain	to	bring	the	river	up	

so	they	could	make	their	way	

upstream	to	spawn.	

(Such	big	numbers	now	long	gone).	

		

And	swimming	in	the	Craig	pool,	

as	children,	with	so	many	great	fish	

(probably	trapped	there)	

that	we	felt	them	

brushing	past	our	legs!	

The	most	exciting	(or	dramatic,	anyway)	

was	seeing	a	whole	full	grown	tree	

going	down	river	in	a	huge	flood,	

crashing	loudly	into	branches	

on	the	riverbank	as	it	went	past.	

It	was	two	or	three	years	ago	–	I	believe	

it	got	stuck	at	Colmonell	bridge!	

	

					~	

Days	of	the	dog	otter	

at	the	Dub	
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'Oyster	catcher,	Hair's	Took',	H.E.

'Herons'	nest,	Craig	Pool',	H.E.
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										~

	

Moon	above	the	Craigneil	Castle,	

shimmers	on	the	black	pool	water	

							

Deer	come	down	to	drink	at	dawn.	

								

River	path	with	roe	deer	toe	tracks.	

							

Rock	to	rock	call	oystercatchers.	

							

Precarious	platforms	–	

herons	nesting	in	the	treetops.	

							

Little	starry	purslanes	tucked	

into	the	shadows	of	the	tree	roots.	

							

Otter	tracks	in	sandy	banking.	

							

Caterpillar	chomps	the	balsam	–	

wish	he	wolfed	the	lot	of	it.	

							

Dipper	swimming,	mayflies	rising.	

Heaven.	

							~	
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rapid	rainfall		

raises	running	river			

and	revises	radically				

rural	riparian	reaches

by	Howard	Wilkinson

							~	

I	was	born	in	Colmonell	

and	have	lived	here	all	my	life.	

I	walk	along	the	riverbank	

most	days	with	my	dog	

which	she	loves	

as	she	can	run	free	

although	she's	not	keen	on	water	

lots	of	others	enjoy	their	swim.	

		

There	are	a	couple	of	herons,	

pheasants	and	deer.	

You	can	hear	the	cuckoo	

at	certain	times.	
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I	have	fond	memories	

of	spending	time	

down	the	river	as	kids	

with	our	fishing	nets	

catching	minnows	and	eels	

or	just	guddling	in	burn	

seeing	what	was	under	

stones	and	rocks.	

		

We	always	came	home	wet!!!	

		

Sadly	times	have	changed	

you	never	see	kids	

mucking	about	today,	

unsupervised	anyhow.	

		

With	Craig	Neil	Castle	

and	Knockdolian	in	sight	

you	can	see	the	rain	

coming	up	the	valley	

over	Knockdolian	

time	to	get	a	move	on	

to	get	home	dry.	

						~	
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Am	I	the	only	person	

to	find	a	freshwater	oyster	

in	the	Stinchar?	

		

I	was	approximately	13,	

the	Chapmans	were	

in	Ford	Cottage,	the	river	

was	frozen	over,	

I	spotted	something	

through	the	ice.	

		

Thinking	it	might	be	a	Toby,	

I	broke	the	ice	to	find	

a	fresh	water	oyster.	

There	was	no	pearl!	

		

Am	I	the	only	person	

to	find	one?	

by	D.	Robertson

							~	
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'Colmonell	bridge	and	cow	parsley',	H.E.
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Still	from	drone	footage	provided	by	Ayrshire	Rivers	Trust

Still	from	drone	footage	provided	by	Ayrshire	Rivers	Trust
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						Looking	down	

on	the	river	

from	my	home	

as	the	seasons	change	

I	love	how	the	Stinchar	

reveals	itself.	

		

Small	glimpses	of	it	

shimmering	

can	be	seen	right	now	

through	the	trees,	

but	as	Summer	

turns	to	Autumn	

and	the	leaves	

on	the	trees	

that	shield	the	river	fall	

it	comes	into	its	own.	

Bright,	glistening	and	alive.	

		

I	have	seen	it	at	its	gentlest	

and	at	its	most	powerful	

when	it	spills	out	

across	the	fields	

that	line	it...	a	river	

of	extremes.	

							~	
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The	Stinchar	and	Me	

		

Twelve	years	old	

Moving	out	of	much	–	loved	home	

Where	to?	

Poundland	(Pinlan	to	some)	

in	the	Stinchar	Valley	

WHAT	valley?	

Never	heard	of	it!!	

Soon	won	over.	

Brother	Neil	renames	cottage	“Riverview”	

The	Stinchar	–	

Sometimes	still,	

Sometimes	rippling	gently	over	stones,	

Sometimes	raging.	

Spate	river.	

Fields	awash	as	far	as	the	eye	can	see	–	

“Lochview”,	more	like.	

Flora	–	

Great	wildflower	specimens	

But	Beware!	

Waving	grasses	can	conceal	insects	

which	leave	us	covered	in	nasty,	painful	bites	

Low	water	

wade	across	–	once	only	–	

Shortcut	to	what	is	to	be	

My	first	marital	home	at	Bardrochat.	
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New	husband,	keen	angler	

Whitling	jumping,	

Sea	trout	and	salmon	lurking	

In	the	Dub	pool.	

Then,	on	Bardrochat	bank	

near	Colmonell	bridge	

a	dog,	hates	water,	

yet	agitated,	yelping,	

jumps	into	the	water	and	swims	

to	rescue	master,	waist	high	in	water	

(He	in	waders,	rod	in	hand!	A	water	rat!)	

Knockdolian:	

Below	the	castle,	the	Mermaid	Stone,	

Split	asunder.	

The	Twins	Pool,	

Where	a	flash	of	blue	is	a	kingfisher	

Darting	into	a	hole	in	the	river	bank.	

Upstream,	a	footbridge	

gate	in	the	middle	locked	on	New	Year’s	Day	

-	it's	no	Right	of	Way.

Wonderful	reflections	of	trees	clad

in	autumn	colours	in	the	house	pool.	

Antics	of	the	dippers	make	me	laugh.	

In	contrast	–	

Memories	of	a	bereaved	family,	

and	a	sad	old	gardener
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Scattering	of	ashes	in	the	Mermaid	Pool.	

Rose	petals	floating	gently	on	dark	water,	

a	lone	piper	on	the	footbridge	

A	few	miles	upstream	

back	where	I	began:	

Ashes	scattered	(not	the	first)	

in	the	Smiddy	Pool,	Poundland	

some	may	travel	far,	but	always	hold	dear,	

memories	of	the	Stinchar	and	its	valley.	

by	Elsie	McLachlan	

							~	
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Feet	of	pilgrims	crossing	the	fords,	

leading	to	the	walls	soaked	

in	the	prayers	of	saints	

over	the	centuries.	

					~	

The	delight	of	a	fisherman	

when	seeing	the	heron	in	a	pool	

so	no	one	else	has	been	there	

before	him	or	her	–	

except	the	heron!!	

					~	

Life	stream	

linking	lives	

Feeding	lives	

enriching	lives	

						~	

In	it			on	it	

under	it			above	it	

the	glory	of	nature	

								~	

Constancy	
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'Unclear	bat	circling',	K.E.
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								~	

On	the	bank	by	Gilbert’s	hut,	

we	watched	a	daytime	bat	

circling,	fluttering	above	

the	heavy	peaty	water,	

feasting	in	the	shelter	

of	the	trees.	I	tried	

to	photograph	it	

while	the	others	talked,	

but	it	was	too	quick!	

We	climbed	the	wooden	

staircase	to	higher	than	

the	bat’s	flight	and	drank	tea	

on	the	balcony,	talked	about	

the	river,	its	past,	its	future.	

						~	

Stinchar	–	the	ribbon	of	life	

through	the	valley.	

						~	

Danger	of	torrents	taking	sheep	

						~	
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Less	salmon,	

less	visiting	fishermen,	

less	need	for	B&B.	

The	beautiful	river	remains,	

so	let	imagination	lead	

to	other	activities.	

Art,	photography,	walking,	

cycling,	explore	the	landscape.	

						~	

Power	no	bunding	can	stop	

							~	

Days	before	bridges	

fords	and	ferries	

						~	

The	meetings	of	the	rivers	

						~	

Raging	river	

Lashing	rain	

sheltering	trees	

August	apples		
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															~

Kingfisher	flitting	along	the	bank	

						~	

Pool	deep	and	dark	

like	a	mirror	

with	flecks	of	foam	

slowly	drifting	by	

						~	

A	huge	salmon	

on	the	line	of	an	angler	dragging	

him	up	and	down	the	water	

who	would	tire	first?	

						~	

It	is	so	peaceful	and	ever-changing	

both	because	of	rainfall	

and	the	seasons	it	is	

great	fun	for	family	outings	

as	well	as	being	perfect	for	

‘me’	time	and	quiet	reflection	

by	Howard	Wilkinson

							~	
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The	flooding	of	the	river,	

over	the	fields	

A	heron	standing	

as	‘king	of	the	river’	

						~	

Swimming	in	the	summer	sun	

throwing	rocks	and	hearing	them	

clatter	over	the	frozen	water	

						~	

‘The	mermaid’s	stone’	

known	locally	

was	told	as	a	kid	

-	a	mermaid	used	to	sit	

and	sing	on	this	stone	

I’m	sure	there	is	a	poem	

written	about	this.	

							~	
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I	swam	or	paddled	in	the	river	as	a	child	

remember	being	a	sunny	summer’s	day	

and	a	few	of	us	‘sneaked’	down	to	the	river	

without	our	parents’	permission.	

As	a	child	not	being	aware	of	the	dangers	

and	enjoying	the	fun	with	friends.			

						~	

		

I	would	miss	the	peace	and	tranquillity	

the	river	brings	on	walks	along	it.	

Listening	to	the	water,	the	birds	

and	other	nature	around	about.	

		

						~	

		

From	all	that	I’ve	seen	

there	is	an	intricate	

and	varied	landscape	

shaped	by	the	river's	influence,	

much	still	seemingly	wild	

and	little	used.	I	would	miss	

the	chance	to	explore	

the	creature	that	made	

these	places.	
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								~	

I’d	miss	the	wooded	valley,	

the	trees	that	clothe	the	banks.	

I’d	miss	the	sound	of	water	

running	over	stones	

and	wish	I’d	been	able	

to	go	in	and	swim.	

						~	

if	I	couldn't	see,	hear,	smell,	

touch,	visit	the	river	

my	senses	would	dry	up	

and	my	life	would	be	incomplete.	
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'Stinchar,	below	Craigneil'	,	H.E.

Many	thanks	to	H.Ellis	for	the	images	on	pages	9,	14	and	28	and	to

the	Ayrshire	Rivers	Trust	for	the	drone	footage	used	for	stills	on

pages	3	and	15.	All	other	images	are	by	me,	K.	Ewing
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